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Change is coming and WOU is ready
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More focus on institutional effectiveness

• Evidence-driven planning and budgeting via
UBAC, UTAC, UC, UDIEC

• Enhanced IR activities
• Resources for assessment of learning and

academic support programs
• Mechanisms to learn from and adapt to our

environment (e.g., BOT, partnerships, external
advisory boards, marketing studies)

More focus on student learning

• Academic program assessment & review
• Alignment of curriculum with our goals for

students
• Outcomes-driven General Education Program
• General Education assessment
• Tracking of assessment-driven curriculum change
• PLC’s to study student learning and make

recommendations for improvement
• Professional development for teaching and

learning

More focus on student achievement

• Four year degree planners
• Streamlined curriculum aligned with stated goals

for student learning
• Course Scheduler & Degree Tracks
• Tracking and reporting of retention & graduation 

rates
• Nudges & other student supports for degree

completion
• Transfer Pathways Office
• Student Success tracking and interventions

2019
Successful Mid-Cycle Review

2022
Offsite Year Six Review of Policies, Regulations and 
Financial Resources (new Standard Two)

2023
Year Seven Review of Student Success and 
Institutional Mission & Effectiveness (new 
Standard One, areas of concern from 2020 review)What’s

 next?

•



Professional Learning Communities:  Our Faculty Studies Student Learning

Quantitative Literacy PLC

Questions
• What opportunities do we provide WOU students to 

demonstrate quantitative literacy and its component 
parts? 

• What level of achievement do faculty who teach 
quantitative literacy courses expect of students? 

• Do students meet faculty expectations? 

Evidence
• Student work from each section of general education 

math, computer science and Q-designated courses 

Selected Findings
• The strongest examples of quantitative literacy were 

deeply rooted in real world examples. We encourage 
providing students with even more opportunities to 
connect quantitative literacy with meaningful 
contexts….

• More focus in QL-courses on assumptions, 
interpretation and communication may be warranted 
given the paucity of examples of assumptions in 
assignments and student work, and the divergence 
between overall WOU faculty expectations regarding 
Quantitative Literacy and individual instructor 
expectations of students.

• We suggest that the Mathematics Department 
review the pre-requisite structure for MTH 111 and 
MTH 243. Most Q-designated courses drew more 
heavily on material from MTH 243 rather MTH 111. 
We wonder if it might be possible to encourage 
more students to take MTH 243 or to take it earlier 
(perhaps by reconsidering having MTH 111 as a pre-
requisite for MTH 243) 

Impact
• Created of MTH 110 (Applied College Algebra) to 

serve Bachelor of Science students who need 
foundations for statistics rather than calculus.

• Removed MTH 111 as pre-requisite for MTH 243 
(Statistics)

• Integrated quantitative literacy into newly created 
First Year Seminars to provide students with early, 
relevant practice with quantitative reasoning

What is a Professional Learning Community?
A professional learning community (PLC) is an interdisciplinary group of educators who 
come together around a common interest in strengthening teaching and learning in a 
particular area.  (from QL PLC Report, 2017)

What is the purpose of assessment via PLCs?
Our purpose is to collectively study curriculum and its effects on learning, so that we can 
improve our work and our student’s outcomes.  Assessment of this sort is not a judgment 
of individuals.

What standards do the PLCs use?
Undergraduate PLCs have  used AACU LEAP rubrics adapted for use at WOU.  The Graduate 
PLC is in the process of developing its standards.

What are our Learning Outcomes?
Undergraduate Learning Outcomes are Written Communication, Quantitative Literacy, 
Diversity & Global Learning, Inquiry & Analysis, and Integrative Learning.  Graduate 
Learning Pillars are Content Core Knowledge, Applied Skills, and Dispositions and Values.

Opportunities
• Faculty support and learn from each 

other as they improve curriculum
• Reinforce learning goals for students 

across courses and disciplines
• Interdisciplinary collaboration is 

supported
• Focus on the opportunities we give 

students to practice and demonstrate 
key skills

• Highlight evidence of student learning

Challenges
• Developing buy-in across disciplines for 

institution-level learning outcomes
• Communicating nuances of learning 

outcomes
• Aligning current instruction with 

institutional learning outcomes
• Establishing institution-wide assessment 

as a continuous improvement practice, 
and not evaluation of individual faculty

• Developing shared understandings 
across disciplines

Written Communication PLC
Instructor expectations & student performance



WOU defines academic excellence as well-defined curricular and co-curricular 
opportunities that enable students to engage in purposeful learning experiences.   

Curriculum is a HYPOTHESIS about what supports student learning. 

Guided by GOALS for student learning, we plan and build ENVIRONMENTS to support learning. 

Through ASSESSMENT we test and refine the hypothesis, and IMPROVE how we serve students.

New realities – Moving from a focus on …
Inputs (Facilities, Syllabi, Ratios) à Outcomes (Learning, Achievement)

Assertions (Claims, Rhetoric, Pride) à Evidence (Documentation)

Disciplinary silos à Interdisciplinary Teams

Quality as a state à Quality as a process

What? Why? How?
Establish clear alignments across course, 
program, and university learning outcomes

A transparent and coordinated curriculum 
enhances student learning

Backwards design of curriculum – start with 
goals and scaffold learning to achieve 
outcomes at all levels

Ensure that curricular and co-curricular 
programs are responsive to the evolving needs 
of students

Because the world is changing and our 
students need us to change with it; because 
we can always do better

Program assessment, ULO/GLO assessment, 
program review, GenEd assessment, curricular 
evolution

Ensure that teaching, research, and 
scholarship serve student success

Our mission:  WOU creates lasting 
opportunities for student success through 
transformative education and personalized 
support.

Align our work with our goals for students

Integrate high impact learning opportunities 
into every student’s WOU experience

Evidence-based HIPs support student 
retention, persistence and success.

Academic Quality

We cannot just 
assume that high 

quality inputs 
lead to the 

outcomes we 
seek.

Path to 
fidelity in 
how we 
look at 
quality

Course goals

Program 
outcomes

Institutional 
learning 

outcomes.




